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"Alborough's simplicity results in another gem." â€”School Library JournalBobo needs a hug. But his

friends don't seem to understand. "Hug," he implores, time and again. Time and again his puzzled

palsâ€”from the smallest chameleon to the tallest giraffeâ€”shrug and cuddle with their jungle

mothers. As the lonely chimp's plea escalates, his friends grow concerned. Can the elephants lead

Bobo to his heart's desire? Jez Alborough, the acclaimed author-illustrator of WHERE'S MY

TEDDY?, IT'S THE BEAR!, and MY FRIEND BEAR transforms a total of three wordsâ€”and some of

the most tenderly expressive animals ever createdâ€”into an endearing tribute to love and belonging.
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Virtually wordless yet convincingly lovable. That's probably the best way to describe Jez

Alborough's sweet, "Hug". I'm not usually taken in by cutesy picture books. For me, if a book is

going to be sweet it needs a little added spice. The kind of stuff you find in Janet Stoeke's, "Minerva

Louise" books, for example. So the image of a baby chimp opening its arm wide crying, "Hug", is not

supposed to charm me. Unexpectedly, it did.In this tale, a baby chimpanzee sees different

baby/parent animals hugging one another. Bobo (that's the chimp's name, it turns out) at first is

delighted. He points and yells, "Hug", whenever he gets a chance. But soon it's clear to the little guy

that he's alone and there's no one for him to hug. A friendly pair of elephants take pity on the fellow



and set out to locate his parent. Along the way they see more and more animals hugging in their

own special ways. Bobo lets go with an awe inspiring, "HUG" when at long last his mommy arrives.

The two hug (to a chorus of other animals saying, "Hug") and before you know it everyone's

hugging everyone else. At the end, it's just Bobo and his mommy walking off together at last.This

book has all the usual toddler fears in it. The separation from the parent. Seeing a bunch of other

people happy when you're not. I appreciated that author/illustrator Alborough didn't make her

animals hug in incorrect ways. Which is to say, you don't see two giraffes standing on their hind legs

hugging with their front ones. Instead, they nuzzle. Bobo himself is a pretty sympathetic creation

too. The slow dawning realization that he doesn't have anyone to hug is heartbreaking. Also,

Alborough was clever to cast him as her hero.
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